•	ONE world :  two wars
phone or telegraph, and in several conferences with a high Japanese
official during the day I reminded him that at the time of the Panay
incident it was Hirota's immediate call on me at the chancery and
the fact that I had got this on the wires to the United States through
the American press correspondents within five minutes that had
largely served to calm American public opinion. It therefore seemed
to me of the utmost importance that the correspondents should now
be immediately allowed to get their messages through in order to
report Yamamoto's call on me and his immediate expressions of
regret. My official friend worked hard, but a series of misunder-
standings with the censors intervened and it was not until late in
the afternoon, probably too late to catch the early editions of the
morning papers in the eastern part of the United States, that he was
able to clear the wires. Some of the correspondents got their messages
through during a five-minute interval when the censors opened the
lines, but they immediately closed them thereafter and one agency
man had been unable to get off his message. However, the Japanese
officials had worked so efficiently that although the beam had been
turned to South America they turned back on the United States
for a few minutes around four o'clock to let the representative of
the American news agency send his report.
SOME INSIDE INFORMATION ON SOME INSIDE
JAPANESE WEAKNESSES
August 7, 1941
Some exceedingly interesting observations were recently made in
conversation with a member of my staff by a certain Japanese whom
I know very well and whose position and unquestioned honesty
render it certain that he knows whereof he speaks. The following
points emerged :
The staff of the Japanese Embassy in Washington is painfully
weak, and although Admiral Nomura is himself a very competent
man he has no advisers of first-class ability. In Tokyo, although
many of the younger officials in the Government are now strongly
anti-American, a stabilizing influence is exerted by Prince Konoye,
in whom lies the only hope for adjusting American-Japanese
relations.
Prince Konoye knows that I would like to talk with him oftener,
just as the President does with Admiral Nomura, but it is the fear
of leakages and publicity which has prevented such inteviews. It
was indicated that any reports which our Embassy might send to
Washington would of course become known to the Japanese author-
ities, although our informant said that he understood that we did
have " one confidential code " (highly significant, but I feel perfectly
safe in the use of the one confidential code referred to).
A Japanese informant in Berlin had recently telephoned ttat it

